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Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 10.15 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. However, they do provide a
good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

“In Taekwondo, one, while standing, has a straight movement with one’s arm. Do you know the martial arts you
can practice even while sitting? It is Jujutsu, which Hyung Jin likes. In Jujutsu, one can win against big guys and
small guys while they are sitting. I told Hyung Jin not to learn Taekwondo. Jun Ho Seuk, you don’t know Jujutsu,
do you? (‘I do.’) Taekwondo’s movement is always straight but in Jujutsu one can move from all directions. (To
Rev. Seuk) Who founded Wonhwado?

“(It is Bong Gi Han.’) Wonhwado is more scary than Jujutsu.”

“Say Hoon Min Jeong Eum, which means ‘teaching the people the right sounds’ and is the Korean script
invented in 1443. The right sounds mean the absolute sounds. You haven’t heard the absolute sounds, have
you? When I was four years old, which is an even number, my great-grandmother appeared and taught me the
song ___. When I became 16 years old, I knew, through her words, more than 88% of the secrets of my father
and mother. When I was four years and 16 years old, she appeared to me saying ‘You must learn the Hoon Min
Jeong Eum, and listen to the absolute sounds.'”

“In the Garden of Eden, were Adam and Eve twins or not? Have you thought about it? You, black person sitting
on the second line, what do you think? Even if Adam and Eve were twins, they were brother and sister since they
were born at different time by seconds or minutes.

There are year, month, day, hour, minute and second and the number 5 and 6 have eternal partners (Father
counts while bending his fingers starting from the first finger as the number 1 and the bent-fifth finger falls as the
number 5 and the remaining standing-fifth finger as the number 6).”

“People of Hoon Min Jeong Eum can listen to God’s words. When God called ‘Adam!’ did Adam say ‘Yes!’ or hide
himself? He hid himself with the leaves of the fig tree, and the fig tree has no flower.

He should have stood as the tree of life but he hid himself with the leaves of the fig tree. This symbolizes
everything has been upside down. (The great-grandmother said) ‘You should never hide yourself. Sitting on the
top of the branch of the tree of life, you should be able to listen to God’s whisper what nobody can hear.'”

“In my speech, I changed? Gwon (realm or sphere) to? Gwon (authority or power).

(Katsumi: Father changed the Chinese characters of the same pronunciation but changed it to have different
meanings)”

“You don’t know this, but right after 12:00 a.m., I make preparation for Hoon Dok Hae that morning.”
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